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FULL PAPER
Freeze-Casting of Surface-Magnetized Iron(II,III) Oxide
Particles in a Uniform Static Magnetic Field Generated
by a Helmholtz Coil
Isaac Nelson,* Taylor A. Ogden, Shadi Al Khateeb, Jake Graser, Taylor D. Sparks,
Jake J. Abbott, and Steven E. Naleway
Research is conducted into freeze-casting of surface-magnetized Fe3O4

particles under uniform, low-strength magnetic fields (5.2mT) to mimic the
mechanical characteristics of natural human bone. Freeze-casting is a
technique that fabricates porous materials by directionally freezing and
sublimating an aqueous slurry. A novel, Helmholtz coil-based freeze-caster is
developed and it is shown that, during freeze-casting, the use of this
Helmholtz coil generates a more uniform magnetic field than permanent
magnets. This uniform magnetic field, applied in the direction of ice growth,
keeps particles from agglomerating and results in an increase of 55% in both
the ultimate compressive strength and the elastic modulus of porous surface-
magnetized Fe3O4 scaffolds. These increases can be linked to a reduction in
the porosity that occurs due to magnetic interactions between particles in the
presence of the field. These results offer a novel method for the fabrication
of bone-inspired biomaterials and structural materials.
1. Introduction

Freeze-casting has been studied for the last 15 years for its
promising ability to create controllable porous structures.[1–3]

This process, also referred to as ice-templating, requires a fairly
inexpensive and maintainable setup. Due to the ability to control
the structure, freeze-casting has been proposed to be used for
the fabrication of complex composite structures[3–5] such as
synthetic bioceramic bone substitutes,[6–10] biomimetic struc-
tures,[11,12] dental implants,[13,14] biodegradable sponges,[15,16]
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cores in sandwiches for structural applica-
tions,[17] and catalyst supports.[18]

The freeze-casting process requires four
steps.[4,19] First, a slurry is created by
mixing a liquid freezing solvent (e.g.,
water) and solid particles (e.g., ceramic)
along with dispersants and polymeric
binders (Figure 1a). Second, the slurry is
directionally frozen, allowing for the solid
particles to segregate and be aligned by the
growing ice crystals (Figure 1b). Third,
the frozen liquid is sublimated, leaving a
porous green scaffold (i.e., non-sintered)
that keeps its structure due to the poly-
meric binder (Figure 1c). Fourth, the green
scaffold is sintered, resulting in a porous
structure of the rough negative of the
grown ice crystals (Figure 1d).

The resultant microstructure of freeze-
casting can be controlled in many different
ways including altering the particle
size,[20,21] the percent particle content (in the slurry),[1] the
freezing solvent,[9,19,22–24] or the freezing direction and rate,[25] as
well as introducing slurry additives,[26–31] or applying external
electric[32,33] and magnetic fields.[34–37] Using an external
magnetic field can improve the mechanical properties and
has been shown to double the ultimate compressive stress
(UCS)[36] and modulus of elasticity (E)[37] perpendicular to the
ice-growth direction (the x-direction as defined in Figure 2) when
the magnetic field is applied in this direction. In prior work,
applied magnetic fields in the x- and y-directions have been
investigated using permanent magnets placed in close proximity
to the slurry.[34–37] However, the use of permanent magnets in
the y-direction was shown to create a non-uniformmagnetic field
distribution that varied between 0 and 500mTacross the sample,
thus resulting in particle agglomeration as opposed to pure
alignment.[35]

The use of magnetic particle manipulation, either during
freeze-casting or other material fabrication techniques, has been
shown to improve mechanical properties by aligning the
microstructure.[35–39] To control particle distribution, the
particles need to be responsive to the applied magnetic field.
When dealing with certain diamagnetic and paramagnetic
materials this can require very high-strength magnetic fields
(�1 T),[39] which can be economically infeasible or physically
dangerous. This is because diamagnetic and paramagnetic
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Figure 1. The four-part freeze-casting process on a water temperature-
pressure diagram: a) Liquid water is mixed with ceramic particles,
polymeric binders, and a dispersant to form an aqueous slurry. b) This
slurry is directionally frozen to grow ice crystals and segregate the
particles. c) The frozen ice is sublimated, resulting in a green scaffold. d)
The green scaffold is sintered, resulting in a ceramic with pores that are
the rough negative of the previously grown ice crystals. Figure inspired by
refs. [22,65].
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materials have low magnetic susceptibly (negative and positive,
respectively), making them difficult to use in magnetic
applications.[40] However, superparamagnetic Fe3O4 (magnetite)
particles can be controlled with low-strength magnetic fields (1–
10mT).[39] Superparamagnetic particles occur in materials such
as Fe3O4 when the particle size is so small (920 nm) that they
can be considered to be a single magnetic domain,[37,41,42]

resulting in magnetic moments for each particle that are in one
uniform direction. Superparamagnetic particles are commonly
coated with a surfactant and suspended in a carrier fluid (i.e.,
water) to create a ferrofluid.[43,44] The unique property of these
Figure 2. a) An illustrated trimetric view of the freeze-casting setup. b) A
front plane section view cut showing the components that make up the
magnetic freeze-casting setup, as well as that the magnetic field and
freezing direction are aligned in the same direction.
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particles have been employed through surface magnetization,[39]

where superparamagnetic particles are coated on the surface of
larger particles to alter the particles’magnetization. Of particular
note, surfacemagnetization has been employed using an anionic
ferrofluid comprised of superparamagnetic Fe3O4 particles
to manipulate otherwise diamagnetic Al2O3 particles.[37]

This surface magnetization process is achieved through an
electrostatic interaction between the two oppositely charged
particles, which results in a strong bond.[39]

One tool that has proven useful to manipulate magnetic
particles is a Helmholtz coil, which is capable of creating an
optimally uniformmagnetic field.[45] AHelmholtz coil is a pair of
identical coils connected in series so that they pass the same
current, and arranged coaxially such that the distance between
the coils is equal to the radius of the coil. Helmholtz coils are
used in applications where a highly uniform magnetic field is
required, such as to calibrate sensors or to cancel the Earth’s
magnetic field.[46] This level of accurate control makes using a
Helmholtz coil appealing to manipulate magnetic particles
during freeze-casting. Using a uniform magnetic field keeps the
particles from agglomerating at the edges of the workspace due
to the spatial changes in the field.

In this paper, we investigate the mechanical and structural
changes from freeze-casting in the presence of a magnetic field,
applied in the direction of ice growth, using surface-magnetized
Fe3O4 particles. This is done through magnetic particle
manipulation using a novel, Helmholtz coil-based freeze-casting
setup that, in contrast to previous studies of magnetic freeze-
casting that used permanent magnets, will apply an optimally
uniform magnetic field. In addition, we aim to use very low-
strength magnetic fields to demonstrate the ability of this
technique. We propose that using magnetic particle manipula-
tion during freeze-casting will result in the enhancement of the
mechanical properties (UCS and E) by lamellar wall alignment
as seen in previous magnetic freeze-casting.[35–37] We propose
that surface magnetization of the ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 particles
can further increase the already highmagnetic susceptibility. For
the case of improving the mechanical characteristic of Fe3O4

porous structures, having an even higher magnetic susceptibility
is desirable under low-strength magnetic fields.

These results improve our understanding of the effect of
controlled magnetic fields on a freeze-cast material’s mechanical
properties and structure. Specifically, the results will be
compared to the properties of natural bone. Because any type
of particle can be used during freeze-casting, using biocompati-
ble materials (e.g., hydroxyapatite, fluorapatite) has the potential
for applications such as bone replacement. Our results may
provide for new advances in biomedical materials that have been
made using the freeze-casting process[6–10] and as anodes for
lithium ion batteries.[47]
2. Experimental Section

2.1. Helmholtz-Coil-Based Magnetic Freeze-Casting Setup

A novel Helmholtz-coil-based freeze-casting setup was fabri-
cated for this research. A customHelmholtz coil was constructed
following the design steps described by Abbott,[46] as illustrated
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimof 11)
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in Figure 2. The Helmholtz coil was centered around the PVC
mold, which held the Fe3O4 slurry, and set to a height so that the
entire Fe3O4 slurry was between the coil gap. A uniform magnet
field is generated when a current is applied to the Helmholtz
coil.[46] Due to the setup’s construction, the ice-growth direction
and the magnetic field are parallel to the y-direction. A band
heater and thermocouple were connected to a PID controller to
control the cooling rate during freeze-casting.

To evaluate how uniform the magnetic field was within the
slurry during freezing, measurements were taken using a 3-axis
Hall magnetometer with a �1% accuracy (Metrolab THM1176,
Geneva, Switzerland) at points A (center), B (top center),
C (top-side edge), and D (side center) of the slurry volume, as
shown in Figure 3a. In addition, for cube magnets, which are not
radially symmetric, two additional points were analyzed: point E
(center back) and point F (top back). At the center of the slurry
(point A) there is a symmetry about the y-axis and above and
below the x-z-plane so choosing these four points gives a
representation of the extreme magnetic field values experienced
by the slurry in the Helmholtz coil.

In addition to themagnetic field experimental values, the Biot-
Savart Law and Charge Model were used to determine the
theoretical uniformity of the magnetic field generated by a
Helmholtz coil and permanent magnets (represented by a pair
of cube magnets and a ring magnet, two previously explored
methods for the manipulation of magnetic particles in freeze-
casting), respectively. The Biot-Savart Law can be stated as:

~B ~rð Þ ¼ μo
4π

Z
C

Idl
!�~r 0

jj~r 0 jj3
ð1Þ
Figure 3. An illustration of the setups used to calculate the magnets fields at
the slurry volume using; a) the Biot-Savart Law and experimentally with a Helm
cube permanent magnets which additionally includes points E (center back)
the field is in the y-direction at point A.
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where μo is the permeability of free space, C is the path of the
current carrying wire, I is the current, d~l is the vector along the
wire path C representing a wire element, and ~r0 is the vector
from the wire element to the point of interest. The Biot-Savart
Law was used to describe the magnetic field (~B) generated by the
current carrying wires in the Helmholtz coil (Figure 3a). The
ChargeModel is used to describe themagnetic field generated by
permanent magnets (Figure 3b and c). The Charge Model
assumes that the magnetization of the permanent magnet is
homogenous and uniform within the magnet so the magnet can
be reduced to a “surface charge” on two surfaces,[48,49] as shown
in Figure 3b and c for a ring magnet and cubic magnets,
respectively. The magnetic field at a point in space using the
Charge Model, ~B, is then given by:

~B ~xð Þ ¼ μo
4π

I
S

σm ~x0
� �

~x � ~x0
� �

jj~x � ~x0 jj3 dS ð2Þ

where σm ¼ M
! � bn! is the surface charge density, x0

!
is the vector

from the point of origin to the magnetization vector M
!

on the
surface of the magnet,~x is the vector from the origin to the point
of interest, and bn! is the surface normal unit vector. Both of these
models were used to determine the magnetic field at the same
points of interest (points A, B, C, D, E, and F) in the slurry
volume as was experimentally measured in the Helmholtz-coil-
based freeze-caster. Modeling the magnetic field at points E and
F are only necessary in the setup with two permanent cubic
magnets because this setup is not radially symmetric.
points A (center), B (top center), C (top-side edge), and D (side center) in
holtz coil, the ChargeModel with; b) a ring permanent magnet; and c) two
and F (top back) because this setup is not radially symmetric. In all cases,
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2.2. Sample Preparation

Ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 particles were surface magnetized using
procedures similar to those previously established.[37] First, 47.5 g
of ferrimagnetic Fe3O4 particles (�250nm) (ACROS Organics,
Pittsburgh, PA, USA) were added to 150mL of tap water,
and separately 1.9mL of anionic ferrofluid (EMG-705, 3.9 vol%
Fe3O4 nanoparticles, Ferrotec, Unterensingen, Germany) was
added to 75mL of tap water. The superparamagnetic Fe3O4

particles in the ferrofluid have a diameter of�10nm. The diluted
ferrofluid was then added in 10mL increments every 1min to the
diluted Fe3O4 particles while the solution was being stirred with a
glass stirring rod. The mixed solution was tumbled in a ball
mill for 24h followed by boiling off the water on a hot plate. The
surface-magnetized Fe3O4 particles were then vacuum filtered
by being laid in a Buchner funnel on a 0.2mm pore-size
mixed-cellulose-ester filter (Membrane Filters, Fisherbrand,
Hampton, NH, USA) and rinsed with tap water to remove the
excess surfactant. The particles were then dried at 100 �C for 4h
followedby cooling at roomtemperature.The result of thisprocess
was about 47.5 g of surface-magnetized Fe3O4 particles.

Aqueous slurries were made with 10 vol% surface-
magnetized Fe3O4 particles mixed with 1wt% polyvinyl alcohol
of 88 000–97 000 gmol�1 (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, MA, USA) and
1wt%polyethylene glycol of 10000 gmol�1 (AlfaAesar,WardHill,
MA, USA) as binders, 1wt% Darvan 811 of 3500 gmol�1 (R. T.
Vanderbilt Company, Inc.,Norwalk, CT,USA) as a dispersant, and
deionizedwater to create individual slurries thatwere each 8mL in
volume. These slurries were sealed in a 40mL plastic bag and
mixed by sonicating at 42 kHz for 12min.Using sonication tomix
the slurries is similar to methods that have proven effective in the
past reports on freeze-cast slurries.[50,51] Immediately following
mixing, the individual slurries were poured into a PVC freeze-cast
mold of diameter 20mmand then directionally frozen from room
temperature at a rate of 10�Cmin�1 within a custom Helmholtz-
coil-based magnetic freeze-caster, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Each slurry was prepared the same way to investigate the
effects of freezing the slurry while in the presence of different
magnetic field strengths. A total of 12 slurries were fabricated
and freeze-cast at magnetic field strengths of 0, 2.6, or 5.2 mT
with four slurries at each magnetic field strength. The magnetic
field was applied constantly in the y- (i.e., ice growth) direction
during the entire freezing process.

Upon being frozen, each slurry was freeze dried at 0.047mBar
and �51 �C for 72 h to fully sublimate the ice. Next, the green
bodies were sintered in an inert (argon) environment within
an alumina tube furnace for 20min at 1300 �C with a heating
and cooling rate of 10�Cmin�1, starting and finishing at room
temperature. Prior to heating, air was purged from the alumina
tube with argon gas followed by flowing argon gas through the
tube at 0.5 Lmin�1 to avoid oxidation of the Fe3O4 at 400 �C.[52]

The results of this process were porous Fe3O4 scaffolds.
2.3. Sample Magnetic Characterization

To determine magnetic susceptibility, magnetization curves
were generated using a Microsense FCM-10 vibrating-sample
magnetometer (VSM, MicroSense, LLC Lowell, Massachusetts,
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1801092 1801092 (4
USA). This was done to observe how surface magnetizing
particles with ferrofluid changes the magnetic properties of the
Fe3O4 (ferrimagnetic) particles.[39,40,42,53] Particles (dry Fe3O4,
dry surface-magnetized Fe3O4, and as purchased anionic
ferrofluid) were subjected to an increasing magnetic field in
10 mT increments between the electromagnets to find the
corresponding magnetic moment. The magnetic moment was
then divided by the particle mass to get the magnetization in
emug�1.
2.4. Mechanical Characterization

The mid-section of each scaffold was cut into four approximately
4mm tall half-circle samples (Figure 4) to perform compression
tests using an Instron 4303 test frame and 25 kN load cell at
a constant crosshead speed of 1mmmin�1. For each scaffold
set (0, 2.6, and 5.2mT), a total of 16 compression tests were
performed in the y-direction to determine the UCSy and Ey. The
maximum engineering compression stress that occurred during
the test was recorded as the UCSy and the slope of the
engineering compressive stress to strain in the linear elastic
region was recorded as Ey. All compression samples were in the
lamellar structure region and not in the dense structure region.
The compression test process was inspired by ASTM standard
E9-09.[54]
2.5. Material Characterization

The microstructure of the scaffolds was determined using a
scanning electron microscope (SEM) (FEI Quanta 600 FG,
Hillsboro, Oregon, USA). Similarly, the surface-magnetized
Fe3O4 particles were observed using transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy
(EDS) to verify the particle sizes and verify that the Fe3O4

(�10 nm) from the ferrofluid were adhered to the surface of the
larger Fe3O4 particles (�250 nm) without additional contamina-
tion from the process.

SEM images (5 kV and spot size 3 nm) of each scaffold were
taken of the x-z-cross-sections (perpendicular to the mechanical
tests, ice growth and magnetic field direction) directly above and
below the compression sample surfaces (as noted in Figure 4) to
observe the porosity and pore size. This was done to ensure that
all the compression test samples were taken above the highly
dense region that occurs due to the initial nucleation and rapid
growth of the ice crystals and in the region that follows, which is
a steady-ice-growth section characterized by lamellar crystal
growth, which results in lamellar pores in the final freeze-cast
materials.[19,20] 32 measurements of both the porosity (ratio of
pore area to total area) and pore size (mm2) were performed
using Image-J software (Nation Institute of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA) by adjusting the threshold to a value that only allows
the dark pores to be present. If a lamellar wall was tilted, the
inside of the pore was measured as part of the pore area. Four
images of both the upper and lower surfaces for each scaffold
were analyzed.

To observe the alignment of the lamellar walls with respect to
the direction of applied magnetic field (the y-direction), SEM
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimof 11)
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Figure 4. An illustrated cut of a freeze-cast scaffold in the x-y-plane. The
compression samples begin from �4mm above the bottom of the
scaffold. The lower and upper imaged surfaces along with the lamellar
wall angle surface are from�4mm and�12mm above the bottom of the
scaffold, respectively. All samples and surfaces analyzed are in the
lamellar region of the scaffold above the initial dense region.

www.advancedsciencenews.com www.aem-journal.com
images of the x-y-plane-cross-section were taken at the locations
shown in Figure 4. Measurements of the angle of the lamellar
walls with respect to the y-direction were made using Image-J
software (National Institute of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA).
Angle measurements were taken on lamellar walls every
�100mm across the diameter of the scaffolds by drawing lines
parallel to the walls. A total of 75 measurements were taken for
each applied magnetic field (0, 2.6, and 5.2 mT). The lamellar
walls at an angle of �2� of the y-direction (i.e., applied magnetic
field direction) were said to be aligned with the magnetic field.
2.6. Statistical Analysis

The response variables UCSy, Ey, porosity, and pore area were
each analyzed with respect to the fixed-effect treatment factor
magnetic field strength using repeated-measures one-way analysis
of variance (ANOVA) in MATLAB, with a conventional
significance of α¼ 0.05 (two tailed). Three different levels of
magnetic field strength were considered: 0, 2.6, and 5.2mT.
If the one-way ANOVA found that there was a significant
difference between treatment levels, a Tukey’s honest significant
difference (HSD) test was performed to determine which levels
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1801092 1801092 (5
were significantly different from each other and which were
not. If there was a significant difference found, it is highly
likely that the structural and/or mechanical properties were
affected by the applied magnetic field. Similar tools have been
previously used to statistically analyze freeze-cast scaffolds.[4] For
the UCSy and Ey, n¼ 16 for each magnetic field strength, for
porosity and pore size, n¼ 32 for each magnetic field strength,
for lamellar wall alignment, n¼ 75 for each magnetic field
strength.
3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Magnetic Freeze-Casting Setup

The Helmholtz-coil-based freeze-casting setup successfully
applied a magnetic field throughout the freeze-casting process
in the y-direction. The coil produced magnetic fields of 2.6 and
5.2mT from the application of 1.5 and 3 A, respectively. These
current values were chosen because themagnetic field generated
would be strong enough for surface-magnetized Fe3O4 particles
to interact.

The magnetic fields in the slurry volume at points A, B, C, and
D found experimentally with the Helmholtz coil and using
the Biot-Savart Law to model the Helmholtz Coil (Figure 3a),
the Charge Model to model a ring magnet (Figure 3b),
and the Charge Model to model two permanent magnets
(Figure 3c) are shown in Table 1. The percent error at point B
(without loss of generality), relative to a perfectly uniform field, is
calculated by:

% error ¼ jj~bB �~bAjj
jj~bAjj

� 100 ð3Þ

where~bA is the magnetic field vector in the center of the volume
(i.e., the nominal uniform-field value), which for each test is
the field at point A (bAx ; bAy ), and~bB is the magnetic field vector
at point B (bBx ; bBy ). Vectors at points C, D, E, and F were also
compared to the desired point A vector.

Nominal magnetic fields of 2.6 and 120 mTwere modeled for
each magnetic setup (using Biot-Savart for the Helmholtz coil
and the Charge Model for permanent magnets). These were
chosen because 2.6mT is the lowest applied magnetic field in
this paper, and 120 mT, as a reference, is a higher magnetic field
previously used for freeze-casting.[36]

In all cases, the point with the highest magnetic field percent
error was point C, both experimentally and for the models. This
was expected since point C is the farthest from point A, and it has
an x-direction magnetic field component that points A, B, D, E,
and F do not have.

The NdFeB cube magnets (50.8mm, grade N42) used in the
model were the largest cube magnets available for commercial
off-the-shelf purchase (to simulate a setup that could be used in
magnetic freeze-casting). To get 2.6 mT at point A, the faces of
the cube magnets need to be 394mm apart (444.6mm center-to-
center). This distance is decreased to 69.4mm (120.2mm center-
to-center) to get a magnetic field of 120 mT, which is
representative of what has been done in previous freeze-cast
experiments.[36] In these calculations, the percent error for
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimof 11)
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Table 1. Magnetic field values in the slurry volume at points A, B, C, D, E, and F (Figure 3) experimentally measured with the Helmholtz Coil,
using the Biot-Savart Law to model a Helmholtz coil (Figure 3a), and the Charge Model to model cube magnets (Figure 3c) and a permanent
ring magnet (Figure 3b).

Direction A (mT) B (mT) C (mT) D (mT) E (mT) F (mT)

Helmholtz coil x 0.01 0.01 0.05 0.02

Experimental y 2.6 2.58 2.66 2.6

% Error 0.76 2.78 0.38 radial symm. A (mT) B (mT) C (mT) D (mT) E (mT) F (mT)

Helmholtz coil x 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0.43 0

Model y 2.6 2.59 2.62 2.60 120 119.4 120.8 119.9

% Error 0.48 0.78 0.08 radial symm. 0.48 0.78 0.08 radial symm.

394mm apart 69.4mm apart

Cube permanent x 0 0 0.06 0 0 0 0 0 29.34 0 0 0

Magnet model y 2.6 2.58 2.61 2.63 2.59 2.57 120 110.2 124.3 135.3 116 106.7

z 0 0 0 0 0 0.02 0 0 0 0 0 7.19

% Error 0.85 2.43 1.26 0.31 1.16 8.14 24.7 12.77 3.32 11.1

25.4mm thickness 6.35mm thickness

Ring permanent x 0 0 178.4 0 0 0 65.64 0

Magnet model y 356 219.9 332.9 413.0 394.8 35.36 �30.71 394.8

% Error 38.23 50.53 16.03 radial symm. 91.05 109.1 0.00 radial symm.

Point A is the nominalmagnetic field strength vector of each setup.Modeled 50.8mm cubemagnets are 394mm and 69.4mm face-to-face apart, andmodeled ringmagnets
are 25.4mm ID� 50.8mm OD� 25.4mm thickness and 25.4mm ID� 50.8mm OD� 6.35mm thickness.
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permanent magnets increases as the magnets are moved closer
to the slurry, which is required to increase the magnetic field
strength. This increase is found at every point (B, C, D, E, and F)
when going from 2.6 to 120mT at point A.

In order to get two magnetic fields using permanent ring
magnets, two off-the-shelf NdFeB magnets (grade N42) with
dimensions 25.4mm ID� 50.8mm OD� 25.4mm thickness
and 25.4mm ID� 50.8mm OD� 6.35mm thickness were
chosen because the slurry diameter can fit within the inner
diameter, as shown in Figure 3b. The Charge model shows that
using
these ring magnets results in a percent error larger than the
Helmholtz coil and cube magnets as well as a larger magnetic
field at point A. To get low-strength magnetic fields with ring
magnets that would fit the slurry volume, a magnet with much
lower remanence would need to be used. Custom magnets
would likely need to be made to get specific magnetic fields
unlike a Helmholtz coil which only requires varying the current
to change the magnetic field. In Table 1, it should be noted that
the percent error in the Helmholtz coil remains the same as the
magnetic field increases because the setup geometry remains
constant (i.e., no moving parts).

The experimentally determined Helmholtz coil magnetic
fields show a similar trend in percent error compared to the
Helmholtz coil model. The percent errors are not the same
because in the experimental setup there is an inherent error in
the construction of the coil pairs, specifically in making them
identical and aligned perfectly coaxial to each other, even
though care was taken to minimize these errors during
fabrication. In addition, the Hall magnetometer used had an
accuracy of �1%. Experimental errors of this kind would be
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1801092 1801092 (6
present in fabricated permanent-magnet setups as well, thus
increasing their error above the modeled results shown in
Table 1, especially in setups with moving parts that enable
the magnetic field to be adjusted. Regardless, even in this
experimental case, the percent error is, on average, lower than
those generated by permanent cube magnets and ring magnets
at 2.6mT and considerably lower than those generated by cube
magnets at 120 mT (which is representative of a prior magnetic
field used in magnetic freeze-casting research[34–37]). This
reduction in percent error enabled our setup to avoid particle
agglomeration during freeze-casting.
3.2. Freeze-Cast Scaffolds

Successfully surface-magnetized Fe3O4 was observed using TEM
and EDS (Figure 5). The surface-magnetized Fe3O4 particles
have an approximate diameter of 250 nm, with Fe3O4 nano-
particles from the ferrofluid approximately 10 nm in diameter
visibly contacted to the surfaces of the larger Fe3O4. EDS is
shown to demonstrate that the only materials present are Fe and
O, thus demonstrating that no other contaminants or artifacts of
the surface-magnetization process were present in the final
surface-magnetized particles. The magnetic susceptibility of the
Fe3O4 particles was found to remain about the same after surface
magnetizing with superparamagnetic Fe3O4 particles from the
ferrofluid (Figure 6). However, the surface magnetization
process enables us to compare our results to prior work.[37,39]

Increases in the UCSy and Ey were observed as the applied
magnetic field increased, as shown in Figure 7. An increase of
55% in UCSy and Ey occurs between 0 and 5.2 mT. Additionally,
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimof 11)
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Figure 5. a) A TEM image of surface-magnetized Fe3O4 particles
(�250 nm) with an arrow indicating a location of several of the smaller
superparamagnetic Fe3O4 particles (�10 nm). (b) EDS was done to
observe that only Fe and O were present on the surface-magnetized
Fe3O4.

Figure 6. The magnetization curves of surface-magnetized Fe3O4

particles, Fe3O4 particles (�250 nm), and ferrofluid made with super-
paramagnetic Fe3O4 particles (�10 nm).

www.advancedsciencenews.com www.aem-journal.com
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an increase of 44% was observed in Ey between 0 and 2.6mT. As
we hypothesized, the interaction of magnetic particles caused by
the applied magnetic field creates this increase in UCSy and Ey.
When two Fe3O4 particles have magnetic moments m1

! and m2
!,

the magnetic dipole interaction energy (Em) is given by:

Em ¼ � μ
4π

� � 3 ~m1 �~rð Þ ~m2 �~rð Þ
r5

� ~m1 � ~m2

r3

� �
ð4Þ

where μ is the medium permeability, r is the distance between
the center of the two particles, and ~r is the vector of the line
between the twomagnetic dipoles.[55–57] As the applied magnetic
field increases, so do the magnetic moments, resulting in a
higher dipole interaction energy between particles. As the
interaction energy increases, the particles will come closer to
each other and align in the direction of the magnetic field while
the ice crystals segregate the particles during ice crystal growth
(Figure 1b).
Figure 7. The modulus of elasticity (Ey) and ultimate compressive
strength (UCSy) in the y-direction compared to the constant magnetic
field applied to scaffolds during freeze-casting. The values shown are the
means� one standard deviation. Theþ and � show pairs of scaffold
values that are significantly different (α¼ 0.05).
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Figure 8. The pore area and porosity in the x-cross-section (normal to y-
direction) compared to the constant magnetic field applied to scaffolds
during freeze-casting. The values shown are the means� one standard
deviation. The percentage of lamellar walls aligned with the magnetic field
(y-direction) compared to the applied magnetic field. Theþ and � show
pairs of scaffold values that are significantly different (α¼ 0.05).

www.advancedsciencenews.com www.aem-journal.com
From Figure 6, we can find the values of the surface-
magnetized Fe3O4 magnetization (i.e., magnetic moment per
gram) ~m1 and ~m2 when applying 0, 2.6, and 5.2mT to be 11.67,
13.95, and 16.25 emug�1, respectively. Since all the slurries
have the same particle content, we can keep the remaining
terms (μ,~r , and r) constant and solve for the percent increase of
Em. Using Equation (4), there is an increase in the magnetic
dipole interaction energy of 93% between 0 to 5.2mT,
respectively.

Using the ANOVA test, it was found that there is a significant
difference between levels of magnetic field for both the UCSy
and Ey. Using a post-hoc Tukey’s HSD test, it was found that
significant differences occurs between the 0 and 5.2 mT results
for the UCSy (p< 0.0005) and between the 0 and 2.6 mT
(p< 0.0025) results and the 0 and 5.2 mT (p< 0.0047) results for
the Ey. Two significantly different levels are indicated using a
common symbol in Figure 7.

The mechanical failure of previously reported freeze-cast
scaffolds are primarily due to buckling of the lamellar
walls.[28,58–60] Decreasing the pore area can delay lamellar
buckling and improve the UCS and E.[58] As the strength of the
applied magnetic field increases, the pore area and porosity
decreases and the percent of lamellar walls aligned with the
magnetic field increases (Figure 8), which can be connected to
the increase in UCSy and Ey (Figure 9). Scaffold x-cross-section
views of each magnetic field are shown in Figure 10a–c,
displaying a decrease in the porosity as the magnetic field
strength increases. Using ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD test, it was
found that there is a significant difference between the 0 and
2.6mT (p< 0.0055 for pore size) results and the 0 and 5.2 mT
(p< 0.0003 for pore size and p< 0.0075 for porosity) results. To
verify the statistically significant differences observed in the
porosity, measurements were taken after infiltrating a scaffold
with an epoxy (another technique to measure the structural
properties). A statistically significant difference in porosity
(p< 0.0043) was found between the 0 and 5.2 mT ensuring that
the magnetic field did alter the porosity in the x-z-plane.
Scaffold x-y-plane views of each magnetic field are shown in
Figure 10d–f and show an increase in lamellar wall alignment
in the y-direction as the magnetic field strength increases. By
using ANOVA and Tukey’s HSD test, it was found that there is a
significant difference in the measured lamellar wall angles
between the scaffolds subject to 0 and 5.2mT (p< 0.0039).

To make sure the pore size and porosity changes are not
impacted by the stereological effect, it is important to understand
how the tilting of the lamellar walls could affect the outcome of
these measurements. Of all the scaffold x-y-plane images, 15.1�

was the greatest degree of lamellar wall tilt (from the y-direction)
observed and is shown in Figure 10d. Assuming an oval cross-
section of the pores and amaximum tilt of 15.1�, a projected cross-
section would be reduced by a factor of cos(15.1�). This would
result ina3.5%difference in theporeareameasured in thex-cross-
section compared to a pore that was perfectly perpendicular to the
x-z-plane. This error does not contribute to changes in
the statistically significant differences seen in the pore size
and porosity measurements. Additionally, even though there was
an observed change in the porosity in the x-cross-section, the
volumetric porosity did not change because the same particle
content was used.
Adv. Eng. Mater. 2019, 1801092 1801092 (8
The compression samples and imaged surfaces were analyzed
both above the initial dense region and in the lamellar region
(the upper and lower imaged surfaces noted in Figure 4). No
statistically significant differences were observed between the
© 2019 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheimof 11)
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Figure 9. A graphic illustration of the how applying a magnetic field
during freeze-casting changes the mechanical (UCSy and Ey), structural
(porosity and pore area) and magnetic dipole interaction energy (Em) of a
scaffold. The increase in mechanical properties and decrease in pore area
and porosity are proportional to the magnetic dipole interaction energy.
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two locations using ANOVA. Therefore, no indication was found
of significant particle agglomeration, which would cause the
properties to change spatially throughout the scaffolds. This is
likely due to the uniformity of the magnetic field generated from
the Helmholtz coil.
Figure 10. An SEM imaged surface of; a) 0mT, b) 2.6mT, and c) 5.2mT scaff
mean pore size was 62.1mm2, 52.2mm2, and 49.8mm2 and the mean porosit
respectively. An SEM imaged surface of; d) 0mT, e) 2.6mT, and f) 5.2mT sca
direction (y-direction). The greatest degree of lamellar wall tilt observed wa
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3.3. Comparison to Previous Results

Previous experiments have shown an increase in the mechanical
properties in the x-direction with a setup of an applied magnetic
field in the x-direction and freezing in the y-direction. 100%
increases in UCSx and Ex were observed between 0 and 120mT
with surface-magnetized TiO2,

[36] and a 100% increase in Ex
was observed between 0 and 75 mT with surface-magnetized
Al2O3.

[37] Because of the non-uniformity that occurs using
permanent magnets, the previous experiments had not had
success with improving the y-direction mechanical properties.
Particle agglomeration occurred because of the magnetic field
gradient that ring permanent magnets produce when trying to
apply a y-direction magnetic field.[35] This particle agglomeration
did not occur in our scaffolds, as demonstrated by the fact that
the mechanical and structural properties did not deviate
throughout the lamellar region. By using a Helmholtz coil it
was possible to create a highly uniform magnetic field oriented
in the y-direction, which resulted in an increase in theUCSy and
Ey of 55% between applying 0 and 5.2mT. Therefore, by using
materials with a higher magnetic susceptibility and a more
uniform field, the current work was able to provide over half of
the increase in mechanical properties with magnetic manipula-
tion while applying a magnetic field that was less than 10%
strength compared to prior work. This suggests that increasing
the magnetic field beyond 5.2mT has the potential to increase
the y-direction mechanical properties even further.

While Fe3O4 is not a commonly applied biomedical material,
freeze-casting with biocompatible ceramics such as hydroxyapa-
tite has shown potential for biomedical applications[7–9] and the
current techniques of surface magnetization and magnetic
old used to measure the porosity and pore size in the x-cross-section. The
y was 20.8%, 19.3%, and 18.7% for the 0mT, 2.6mT, and 5.2mT scaffolds,
ffold used to measure the percent of walls aligned with the magnetic field
s 15.1� in (d). All the scale bars are 100mm.
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freeze-casting with a Helmholtz-coil-based setup could be easily
applied to these materials. The structure of freeze-cast materials
is able to mimic the complex porosity of bone (both cancellous
and cortical), thus allowing for these structures to promote
osteoblast cell growth.[61] The mechanical characteristics of bone
vary greatly depending on factors such as the location, type, age,
a person’s activity level, and history. However, typically theUCS,
E, and porosity for cancellous bone are 1.5–5MPa, 100–500MPa,
and 75–95%, respectively, and for cortical bone are 195MPa,
17.4GPa, and 5–10%, respectively.[62] The fabricated surface-
magnetized Fe3O4 scaffolds are within the mechanical and
structural properties of both cancellous and cortical bone,
suggesting that these techniques may enable the development of
novel biomedical implants that mimic both the structure and
mechanical properties of natural bone.Mimicking the properties
of bone will enable these implants to reduce stress shielding that
occurs with implants that are considerably stronger than natural
bone.[63,64]
4. Conclusions

The current study of freeze-casting of surface-magnetized Fe3O4

with the application of a unidirectional magnetic field via a
Helmholtz coil enables the following conclusions:
1)
Adv.
A Helmholtz coil (modeled using the Biot-Savart Law) has a
more uniform magnetic field (< 1% error) than equivalent-
strength permanent magnets (modeled using the Charge
Model). With a custom built Helmholtz coil, the uniform
magnetic field did not agglomerate surface-magnetized
Fe3O4 particles during the application of low-strength
magnetic fields of 2.6 and 5.2mT.
2)
 The mechanical properties, UCSy and Ey, of freeze-cast
surface-magnetized Fe3O4 scaffolds were increased by 55%
by applying a 5.2mT magnetic field during freezing, when
compared to no application of magnetic field (0mT).
3)
 The scaffold structural properties, pore area and porosity,
decreased by 20% and 10%, respectively, by applying a 5.2mT
magnetic field when compared to no application of magnetic
field (0 mT).
4)
 The percent of lamellar walls aligned with the magnetic field
increased from 29% to 52% by applying a 5.2 mTmagnetic
field when compared to no application of magnetic field
(0mT).
5)
 The application of a magnetic field increases the magnetic
dipole interaction energy, making it more energetically
favorable for the surface-magnetized Fe3O4 particles to align,
resulting in the higher mechanical properties and lower
porosities observed.
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